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many people merely see AL as the abbreviation for the 13th element in the periodic table, but for us it means much more.
Aluminium is the core element of our business and the focus of our expertise.

our business creates sustainable solutions around innovative ideas.
we apply our comprehensive knowledge of products and production methods to all aspects of design and development.

our highly efficient, customer-orientated team measures its success on performance. Just like ants; just like AL!

AL for ALumero.
AL for ALuminium.
AL for ALive with ALuminium.

philosophy

AL
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My naMe is al.
al for aluMiniuM.
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the vision of establishing an effective, flexible and high-performance business 
within the market – centred on the use of aluminium – quickly came true.

however, back then we wouldn’t have dared to dream of becoming one of the
leading businesses for the segments we serve – but we’ve done it...

thanks to AL.

enterprise

 240
empLoyees

45 mio. €
turnover
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out of the way !
here coMes al !
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extremLy Light
& uLtrA-stAbLe

quality you
can build on.

why aluMiniuM?
 +  Low weight 
(1/3 of the weight of steel)

 + Excellent material strength
 + Corrosion resistant
 + High class appearance
 + Easily reshaped
 + Easily processed

 + Extremely long 
 life expectancy

 + reflects light
 + Good thermal conductor
 + Good electrical conductor
 +  Environmentally friendly 
and recyclable
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the „green“ Metal
About 8% of the earths crust is made up of different types of 
aluminium compounds. that makes aluminium one of the few 
raw materials with an almost unlimited supply. 
because of its material properties aluminium has low en-
vironmental impact, and it can be used time and time again 
for the same purposes. 

the recycling of aluminium only requires 5% of the original 

energy input. the percentage of remelting aluminium is me-
anwhile globally at 35% of the yearly wastage, the trend is 
increasing.

Aluminium is therefore correctly also in the future a material 
with future!

thinking about the future and building with aluminium.
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Developing our own systems 
like noise protection and
furniture profile technology

ALumero was founded in 1991 by manfred rosenstatter, 
who had a clear business objective: to create a flexible, 
powerful company with extensive production and service 
expertise around metal / aluminium materials that provides 
clients with the best possible custom solutions.

history
Extremly successful since more than 20 years.
alumEro and al.

Foundation of ALumero gmbh 
and move to obertrum, Austria

Foundation as a 
one-man business by 
manfred rosenstatter

Acquisition of ALumero 
Finex extrusions in helmond,
netherlands

turnover exceed 25 mio. €
for the first time

move to the new headquarter 
in seeham, Austria

Acquisition of ALumero metal 
Components in Chorzów, poland

Developing our own systems 
like photovoltaic / solar
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expansion of production
ALumero metal Components
in Chorzów, poland

Development of photovoltaic / 
solar co-operations partners

new headquarter in  
seeham, Austria

Acquisition of Lean extrusions
in singen, germany

turnover exceed 50 mio. €
for the first time, 185 employees

Cooperation of an 50/50 Joint 
venture production Lean 
extrusions in singen, germany 
with Fa. hammerer Aluminium 
industries in ranshofen, Austria

Foundation ALumero d.o.o. 
in slovenska bistrica, slovenia 
and acquisition of all business 
activities of Almont

Acquisition of mvL oberflächen-
technik in marktredwitz, germany 
and rebranding to ALumero 
surface technology

4 million € investment for expanding our pro-
ductions in poland and slovenia

sale of the shares of mvL / ALumero surface 
technology by mbo to familiy schmidt

sale of the remaining 50% shares of production 
facility Lean extrusions to company hammerer 
Aluminium industries in ranshofen, Austria
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our production facilities provide cost-effective product planning, 
consistently high product quality and reliable delivery schedules.

locations

alumEro Finex Extrusions 
helmond, netherlands

alumEro Systematic Solutions 
Headquarter, seeham, Austria

alumEro d.o.o. 
sl. bistrica, slovenia

alumEro metal Components 
Chorzów, poland
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Quality is no coincidence; it a result of all the details that make a product so valuable, 
functional, technical, and make its shape pleasing to the eye. ALumero quality ma-
nagement is the company’s guarantee for professionalism and reliability on an inter-
national stage – today and for tomorrow. our internal ‘systematic solutions’ system 
forms the basis of our successful project management approach.

guaranteeing sustained and sustainable quality is the result of a carefully developed 
corporate philosophy officially in accordance with iso 9001:2008 + tÜv standards.

Quality creates trust.

quality ManageMent

 % Modern quality management acc. to EN-ISO 9001:2008 standards 

 % High-quality delivered products guarantee our success 

 % Customer-oriented quality agreements 

 % Quality management as an active and dynamic process 

 % TQM, from planning to purchasing to shipping 

 % Standard quality requirements for welding according to EN-ISO 3834-2 

 % Production of load-bearing structures according to EN 1090 

 % Manufacturing of pitched-roof system AS 2.1 acc. MCS 

 % Time-oriented business management and agile process management

i stand for 
quality.
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extrusions 
proCessing

specialised in the extrusion and machining of high-quality micro and precision 
aluminium profiles with requirements in tolerance und surface. peace is what our 
highly qualified specialists require when planning precision micro-profiles before 
the sheer power of the high performance presses transforms these projects into 
aluminium reality.

„successful projects require power – our customers require peace.“

the power of lightness
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ALumero specialises in micro-profiles and precision profiles with 
exactly calculated tolerances for minimised wall thicknesses, and 
for decorative elements requiring excellent surface quality.

precision to the 
sMallest detail

tolerance levels

minimum wall thickness 

profil weight / metre

Alloys

+/- 0,05 mm

0,4 mm

from 10 g

1000, 3000, 6000 serien,  
shiny alloys, special alloys 
if desired

we Do whAt 
others CAn‘t
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the exact mechanical processing of our precision profiles neces-
sitates an immense degree of knowledge and skill. modern com-
puter-driven processing centres guarantee hitch-free work flow and 
supreme product quality. machining on the highest level, which leaves no 
desires open. we offer you:

perfection in 
funktion and forM

 + Mechanical processing
 + Extruded products
 + CNC – profile machining
 + CNC – sheet metal forming
 + Gloss alloys
 + Surface technology
 + Component manufacture
 + Welding technology
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our team of qualified professionals, led by a welding specialist, performs the most chal-
lenging tasks at the highest level of quality. our main focus is on the welding of aluminium 
and stainless steel.

many years of experience connected with modern manufacture techniques enable also the 
assembly of complex, individual constructions. From machining parts in-house or external, 
the assembly experience of Alumero is adequate for the production of components to the 
complete product.

coMponent Manufacture
& welding technology
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profile Machining 
on the highest level
machine processing utilises ultra-modern CnC extrusion processing ma-
chinery such as precision saws, automated saws, copy and end milling, and 
other special devices for portal milling. this allows ALumero to provide the 
best preconditions for flexible and productive manufacturing. ALumero im-
plements the highest possible quality standards for surface treatment and 
processing – whether for prototypes, limited series or for mass production.
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ultraModern sheet Metal forMing
precise, fully automated punching and forming on our CnC sheet metal working centres, combined with a modern power 

brake and a folding machine, ensure high-quality sheet metal forming. edging and deburring machines round out our 
production capabilities. our specialists manufacture small, medium and large batches for industrial use and for the 

building industry. our production offerings include high-quality bent, punched, stamped, and deep-drawn compo-
nents as well as sheet metal and composite sheet panels, cladding and coffers used in construction.
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SOLAr

There is no segment that allows us to prove the sustainability of our 
innovative concepts better than this one.

We invest all our energy into the ultimate developmental goal of  
harnessing the power of the sun. All our efforts are focussed on the  
development of new technologies in the field of renewable energy.

„the sun is nature’s best filling station.“

here coMes the sun
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ALumero is specialized in mounting systems for photovoltaic and solar 
installations on flat roofs, pitched roofs and for ground mounting. individual 
clamping technologies for laminated and framed modules, as well as custo-
mized constructions are also part of our core competency.

GrOuNd MOuNT SySTEMS

fLAT rOOf SySTEMS PITCHEd rOOf SySTEMS

innovation 
for the future
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with an comprehensive delivery programm of diffrent 
components we can offer you individual solutions for every 
roof shape. ALumero is your perfect partner for under-
construciotns.

technology
of toMorrow

Components

aS 2.1
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with the Alumero solar.pro.tool we could provide an optimal planning soft-
ware for the technical layout of your pv or solar thermal mounting system, 
also generating a verifiable structural calculation. with this tool the planning 
and static calculation of the mounting construction become a breeze for you.

being siMple
and successful

+ FAst
+ proFessionAL

+ eFFeCtive
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Living 
inDustry

Aluminium is a light metal. 
so light that it’s also ideal for furniture and interiors. 
After all, if you’re going to refurnish – why not relaxed, light, comfortable and with style.

„Life is heavy enough.“

it‘s great to be hoMe
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we Make sure you stay ahead
ALumero is a system and oem producer and could manufacture and assemble a variety of aluminium 
solutions. our range of services covers the extrusion of aluminium profiles, the machining, the surface 
finishing and the production of individual assembly groups. handle strips, glass door frames, lights, 
trim strips, furniture substructures and much more for kitchen, bathroom, living-room and bedroom – 
everything from a single source.
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BAuTEC

we ants know all about how to build. great constructions, excellent teamwork, weather-
proof and built-to-last. every form of life has its own way of building and preferences for 
particular building materials. humans are increasingly choosing aluminium. 

„they almost build as well as we do.“

quality you can build on
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we produce a state-of-the-art generation of noise barriers ac-
cording to the highest technical standards. Aluminium panels in 
a variety of designs, transparent glass elements, prefix shells 
and sophisticated hybrid solutions enable us to offer an immen-
se range of options that can be integrated seamlessly into any 
given environment.

 + Aluminium elements for open spaces and civil 
 engineering structures 

 + Glass elements
 + Aluminium - glass – combined elements
 + Prefix shells for wall and tunnel cladding
 + Noise barriers with a photovoltaic attachment 
 + Curved aluminium noise barrier with an 

 octagonal attachment
 + Hybrids 

noise protection
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modern aluminium facades are ‘in’. the construction and colouration of a facade is a building’s cal-
ling card and says a lot about the inhabitants. the eye of the beholder encounters the image and 
philosophy of the owner. ALumero was very quick to recognise this trend and over the years 
has become a specialist in facade technology. 

Aluminium is extremely lightweight and is an excellent insulator. window systems with ther-
mal barrier profiles make a significant contribution to reducing expenditure on heating and 
provide pleasant air quality. 

highly convincing
systeM technology
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ELEMENT fACAdES

MuLLION-TrANSfOrM fACAdES

HEET METAL ANd COMPOSITE PLATE fACAdES

WINdOWS, dOOrS & GATES 
MAdE Of ALuMINIuM
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we are your specialist for the whole building shell made out 
of aluminium: windows, doors, facades, winter gardens, sun 
protection, fences, noise protection and much more. in the 
sector of tailor-made solutions, ALumero is ranking among 
the top addresses. our know how and the comprehensive 
customer and project consulting enables ultimate product 
quality, innovative production possibilities and a perfect 
coordinated project progression.

stable, save and strong.

sustainable and future-oriented construction is more than a roof over one’s head.
ultimately the goal is to design buildings in accordance to economical, ecological, 
social, cultural and urban development requirements in present and even more 
in the future. in this context there are numerous quality features for sustainable 
construction: functionality, safety, healthiness, value preservation, housing 
comfort, building aesthetics and many more.

Alive with Aluminium.
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raised bed lattice fence

front 
doors

WindoWs

facades

blinds and
noise Protection

Profile fences

Horse fence

dustbin box

sunsHades
conservatories

balcony

sWing doors
sliding gates

PHotovoltaic

stable.
safe.

strong.
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www.ALumero.Com

i‘M always here
when you need Me.CONTAkT HEAdQuArTEr

ALumero systematic solutions gmbh
sonnenweg 1-2
5164 seeham - Austria
t +43 6217 / 68 41-0
F +43 6217 / 68 41-41
alumero@alumero.at 
www.alumero.com
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